Transfer Pathways

Recommended electives may vary by transfer institution. Choose your courses with your College Advisor.

Institution-specific transfer guides and agreements can be found on CCC's transfer site (https://pages.ccc.edu/apply/transfer/).

A

- Accounting, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/accounting-associate-arts/)
- Aerospace Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/aerospace-engineering-aes/)
- Agricultural Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/agricultural-engineering-aes/)
- Architectural Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/architectural-engineering-aes/)
- Bioengineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/bioengineering-aes/)
- Biology Education, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/biology-education-associate-science/)
- Biology, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/biology-associate-science/)
- Biomedical Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/biomedical-engineering-aes/)
- Business/Economics, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/business-economics-associate-arts/)
- Business/Finance, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/business-finance-associate-arts/)

B

- Chemical Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/chemical-engineering-aes/)
- Chemistry Education, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/chemistry-education-associate-science/)
- Chemistry, Associate in General Studies (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/chemistry-associate-general-studies/)
- Child Development: Early Childhood, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/child-development-early-childhood-associate-arts/)
- Civil Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/civil-engineering-aes/)
- Communications, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/communications-associate-arts/)
- Comparative Religion, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/comparative-religion-associate-arts/)
- Computer Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/computer-engineering-aes/)
- Computer Science, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/computer-science-engineering-aes/)
- Computer Science, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/computer-science-associate-science/)

C

- Creative and Publishable Writing, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/creative-and-publishable-writing-associate-arts/)
- Criminal Justice, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/criminal-justice-associate-arts/)
- Cybersecurity Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/cybersecurity-engineering-aes/)
- Dance, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/dance-associate-arts/)

D

- Electrical Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/electrical-engineering-aes/)
- Elementary Education, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/elementary-education-associate-arts/)
- Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/engineering-aes/)
- English Education, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/english-education-associate-arts/)
- English, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/english-associate-arts/)

E

- Environmental Biology, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/environmental-biology-associate-science/)
- Environmental Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/environmental-engineering-aes/)
- Environmental Science, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/environmental-science-associate-science/)

F

- French Education, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/french-education-associate-arts/)

G

- Gender, Women's, and Sexuality Studies, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/gender-womens-and-sexuality-studies-associate-arts/)
- General Science Education, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/general-science-education-associate-science/)
- Geology, Earth, and Environmental Science, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/geology-earth-environmental-associate-science/)

H

- History, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/history-associate-arts/)
- Human Development and Family Studies, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/human-development-family-studies-associate-arts/)
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- Human Geography, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/human-geography-associate-arts/)
- Industrial Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/industrial-engineering-aes/)
- Insurance, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/insurance-associate-arts/)
- International Studies, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/international-studies-associate-arts/)
- Journalism, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/journalism-associate-arts/)
- Latin American and Latin@ Studies, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/latin-american-latinx-studies-associate-arts/)
- Mathematics Education, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/mathematics-education-associate-science/)
- Mathematics, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/mathematics-associate-science/)
- Mechanical Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/mechanical-engineering-aes/)
- Music (General), Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/music-general-associate-arts/)
- Nuclear, Plasma, Radiological Engineering, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/nuclear-plasma-radiological-engineering-aes/)
- Philosophy, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/philosophy-associate-arts/)
- Photography, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/photography-associate-arts/)
- Physical Education, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/physical-education-associate-arts/)
- Physics Education, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/physics-education-associate-science/)
- Physics, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/physics-associate-science/)
- Political Science, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/political-science-associate-arts/)
- Pre-Aviation, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/pre-aviation-associate-science/)

- Psychology, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/psychology-associate-arts/)
- Social Science Education, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/social-science-education-associate-arts/)
- Social Work, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/social-work-associate-arts/)
- Sociology, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/sociology-associate-arts/)
- Spanish Education, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/spanish-education-associate-arts/)
- Special Education, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/special-education-associate-arts/)
- Systems Engineering and Design, Associate in Engineering Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/systems-engineering-and-design-aes/)

- Theater Art, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/theater-art-associate-arts/)
- Urban Studies, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/urban-studies-associate-arts/)
- Web Development, Associate in Science (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/web-development-associate-science/)
- World Languages, Associate in Arts (https://catalog.ccc.edu/transfer-pathways/world-languages-associate-arts/)